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1. Executive summary  

 
 
 

1.1. AAT recommends that the OTS again consider a model that requires taxpayers to elect for 
one status or another (employed or self-employed). 
This is already the case in some other countries, notably Gibraltar and Germany. 
 
 

1.2. AAT again recommends that the Marriage Allowance is removed.  
AAT proposed this in 20181 and continues to believe that scrapping this relief would be in the 
best interests of the taxpayer and HMRC.  

 
 

1.3. The recurring issue with National Insurance Class 2 needs to be resolved urgently. 
The Self-Assessment system enables taxpayers to pay income tax on their self-employed income 
but then sometimes advises that they do not need to pay class 2 National Insurance 
Contributions (NICs). Taxpayers need to pay the class 2 NICs in order to qualify for a full state 
pension.   
 
 

1.4. Gift Aid generally works well.  
However, improvements could be made both for individuals making donations and for charities 
seeking to maximise the donations they receive. This is explained further at 2.14 - 2.18 below. 

 
 

1.5. The need to claim First Time Buyers tax relief on Stamp Duty could be removed by 
switching Stamp Duty liability from the buyer to the seller as AAT has frequently 
recommended over the past three years.  
This would also save the taxpayer £675m per annum and have a range of other benefits. 
 
 

1.6. AAT agrees that the Section 198 election process would benefit from reform.  
However, imposing a nominal or nil amount apportioned to fixtures as standard, as the OTS 
suggests, would likely solidify, rather than solve the problem.  
 
 

1.7. AAT would like to see the Government compel online marketplaces, such as Amazon and 
eBay, to collect and remit VAT.  
This would substantially reduce the administrative burden for small businesses who trade online; 
level the playing field for all small businesses, whether bricks or clicks; reduce VAT evasion; raise 
much needed revenue for the Exchequer and crucially it would also help make the UK a more 
attractive place to do business.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Time for change: AAT alternatives to tax rises, September 2018: 
https://www.aat.org.uk/prod/s3fs-public/assets/Time-for-change-AAT-alternatives-to-tax%20rises.pdf 

https://www.aat.org.uk/prod/s3fs-public/assets/Time-for-change-AAT-alternatives-to-tax%20rises.pdf
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2. AAT response to the consultation document 
 
Employed vs self-employed 
 

2.1. AAT recommends that the OTS again consider a model that requires taxpayers to elect for one 
status or another (employed or self-employed) as already happens in some other countries, 
notably Gibraltar and Germany. Whilst noting that some will have more than one job, one or more 
of which may be self-employed, others employed.  
 

2.2. This would create much improved tax certainty for employees and employers whilst 
simultaneously addressing the issue of employment status and rights.  

 
2.3. It could potentially enable HMRC to identify fraud more easily if both the employer/engager and 

the individual taxpayer was required to report.  
 

2.4. It would remove the need for the controversial IR35 legislation and associated guidance, along 
with the CEST tool that is currently required for employment status determination.  

 
2.5. It would also reduce the need for HMRC to monitor and enforce employment status 

requirements.  
 

2.6. The only sound reason for not pursuing this route in the past has been concern about the 
differing rates of NICs contributions in the UK, given the biggest issue in the UK is the differences 
between the employed and self-employed NICs rates, especially employers’ NICs. However, this 
argument is likely to soon be redundant given the economic consequences of the Coronavirus 
outbreak and the fact the Chancellor has already acknowledged these distinctions will probably 
have to go or at least be significantly reduced in the future2.  

 
Types of claim or election that you consider particularly difficult or complex to administer. 
Please explain why you think this is. 
 

Class 2 National Insurance for the self-employed  
 

2.7. When an individual files their self-assessment tax return online, a message often appears to state 
that the individual does not need to pay class 2 NICs.  

 
2.8. This message will appear if the individual has not properly registered as self-employed. If the 

individual then fails to make the NIC payments, they lose their full entitlement to a state pension. 
 

2.9. If an accountant is making the submission then this will likely be picked up but for those making 
their own submissions, who rely on information from HMRC as being accurate, they could well 
suffer financial problems further down the line. 

 
2.10. This issue has been discussed at various HMRC forums in recent years and yet no effective 

action appears to have been taken to address the problem. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 The Daily Telegraph, 20 March 2020: 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/tax/news/chancellor-sunak-eyes-national-insurance-hike-return-self-employed/  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/tax/news/chancellor-sunak-eyes-national-insurance-hike-return-self-employed/
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Marriage Allowance 
 

2.11. Several AAT licensed accountants have highlighted difficulties with HMRC’s systems when 
making claims on behalf of their clients and it is likely that it causes HMRC a degree of 
administrative challenge.  

 
2.12. This costs the taxpayer in excess of £500m per year3 is taken up by less than half of those who 

are eligible and benefits the married couple by a relatively small sum of up to £250 a year.4 
 

2.13. As AAT concluded in 2018, “AAT acknowledges the obvious political sensitivities around making 
changes to this allowance but suggests that given the annual payment is of a reasonably small 
sum of money (a maximum that amounts to less than £250 a year) removing the allowance is not 
going to influence an individual’s decision to marry - and is in no way an indication as to whether 
or not a political party supports the concept of marriage.” 

 
Are there any issues that arise in relation to claims or elections made outside of a person’s 
employment or self-employment? 

 
Gift Aid 

 
2.14. In relation to individuals making Gift Aid donations, by virtue of completing a very simple 

declaration, this appears to work reasonably well although there are some areas that could be 
improved. For example, AAT agrees with the recommendations of the Charity Tax Commission 
report published last year,5 which suggested that a “Universal Gift Aid Declaration Database” be 
established, to allow a donor to complete one declaration to cover all future gifts to charities by 
that donor 

 
2.15. The same report also urged HMRC to conduct research regarding audit trail issues and the 

relationship between text donations and Gift Aid declarations. Again, AAT believes this would be 
a sensible measure. 

 
2.16.  The problem is perhaps more complicated for charities, especially small charities, wishing to 

take advantage of Gift Aid donations.  
 

2.17. AAT understands that the Charity Tax Group last year undertook work in conjunction with HMRC 
to reduce common errors such as charities claiming for both “main” and Community Buildings on 
GASDS; misunderstanding what an aggregated donation is and crucially, updating Charity 
Commission records but failing to update HMRC records.  

 
2.18. The same work concluded that, “…in many cases charities may have been acting too cautiously 

and missing out on valid Gift Aid claims.” 6  
 

Stamp Duty (First Time Buyers Relief) 
 

2.19. Given the OTS is primarily concerned with how the administration of certain claims may be 
simplified, AAT suggests that claims for First Time Buyers Relief (FTBR) in relation to Stamp 
Duty could be completely removed by switching Stamp Duty liability from the buyer to the seller.  

 
2.20. The Government response to the increasing burden on First Time Buyers was to devise a 

complicated and very expensive subsidy for them. This FTBR took effect in November 2017 and 
means that first-time buyers can claim relief, paying no Stamp Duty up to £300,000 (less than the 
average cost of a home in the South East or London) and 5% on the portion from £300,001 to 
£500,000. They receive no relief on property above £500,000. 

 

 
3 HMRC estimated cost of tax reliefs, October 2019: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/837766/191009_Bulletin_FIN
AL.pdf  
4 HMRC guidance on the Marriage Allowance 
https://www.gov.uk/marriage-allowance 
55 Charity Tax Commission, July 2019: 
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/images/documents/policy_and_research/funding/CharityCommissionReport__ForWeb_3.pdf 
6 Charity Tax Group, May 2019: 
www.charitytaxgroup.org.uk/news-post/2019/gift-aid-hmrc-feedback-common-errors-frequent-questions/  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/837766/191009_Bulletin_FINAL.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/837766/191009_Bulletin_FINAL.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/marriage-allowance
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/images/documents/policy_and_research/funding/CharityCommissionReport__ForWeb_3.pdf
http://www.charitytaxgroup.org.uk/news-post/2019/gift-aid-hmrc-feedback-common-errors-frequent-questions/
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2.21. HM Treasury forecast this policy would cost the taxpayer £670m by 2021-2022. 7 
 

2.22. In October 2018, the Chancellor additionally announced that this exemption was being extended 
to shared ownership properties (and backdated to November 2017) adding a further £5m per 
annum to the cost being incurred by the taxpayer. 

 
2.23. As well as being very costly to the taxpayer, it is unlikely to help many FTBs in the most 

populated parts of the country (London and the South East) where the average house price in 

May 2019 was £ £457,471 and £323,745 respectively8.  
 

2.24. The £675m a year cost of FTBR would be saved by switching Stamp Duty liability from the buyer 
to the seller because FTBs have no property to sell, they will not pay Stamp Duty and so no relief 
is required.  

 
2.25. AAT recognises there are other issues that would be resolved, and some that would be created, 

by switching Stamp Duty liability and so has previously prepared a detailed briefing document on 
this issue (enclosed with this consultation response).  

 
To what extent do you think those that are entitled to employee expenses relief are aware of 
this? Does this vary by employment sector and do you think that the processes for making such 
claims are clear and proportionate? 

 
2.26. It is unclear how aware employees are of their entitlement to claim expenses as there is little 

reliable data, but it is likely that large numbers are either completely unaware or have an 
incomplete understanding as to what tax relief they could receive on what expenses. 

 
2.27. HMRC commissioned qualitative research on employee expenses in 20189 but of the 53 

interviews and 2 mini-discussion groups that were held, every single participant had made a 
claim in the 18 months before the fieldwork. This meant that it completely failed to represent any 
views from those who were unaware of the existence of reliefs.  

 
2.28. Even so, the same HMRC research still found that, “There were very few cases of customers 

actively seeking out information about making a claim, rather the topic happened to arise during a 
wider conversation about personal finances…” others “stumbled” across information. 

 
2.29. This would suggest that there are likely to be significant numbers who are completely unaware of 

their entitlements to tax reliefs and of course, this is likely to vary by sector.  
 
2.30. Indeed, a recent survey of 2,000 self-employed people by FreeAgent, found that approximately 

80% did not claim all of their business expenses10. 
 
2.31. Taking uniforms as just one example, whilst many may be missing out, this varies widely by 

sector. Those in the armed forces have the cost of maintaining their uniforms dealt with via their 
tax code, with their tax-free personal allowance increased to compensate for such costs. 
Similarly, some police forces do this too, although unhelpfully each has its own arrangements.  

 
2.32. Clearly all police forces should be treated the same.  

 
2.33. More widely, it may be worth exploring how many other sectors of the economy could be treated 

in the same way as the armed forces, with an employee’s tax code dealing with the issue. This 
would radically simplify the process and dramatically increase take-up.  

 
 

 
7 HM Treasury, November 2017: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/661428/Autumn_Budget_Policy_costings_document_web.pdf  
8 Gov.uk, 17 July 2019: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-house-price-index-for-may-2019   
9 Qualitative research on employees' non-reimbursed expenses tax relief, June 2018: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/745937/Qualitative_Researc
h_on_Employees__Non-reimbursed_Expenses_Tax_Relief.pdf 
10 Working Mums, December 2019: 
https://www.workingmums.co.uk/what-expenses-can-self-employed-people-claim/ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/661428/Autumn_Budget_Policy_costings_document_web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-house-price-index-for-may-2019
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/745937/Qualitative_Research_on_Employees__Non-reimbursed_Expenses_Tax_Relief.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/745937/Qualitative_Research_on_Employees__Non-reimbursed_Expenses_Tax_Relief.pdf
https://www.workingmums.co.uk/what-expenses-can-self-employed-people-claim/
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2.34. In relation to the self-employed, accountants should know to make their client aware that they 
can claim uniform and laundry expenses when filling in their self-assessment tax return, or doing 
it for them, but the unrepresented may struggle here. To combat this problem, clear prompts 
when completing a return would be helpful.  

 
2.35. It is also worth considering the responses to the HM Treasury call for evidence on the taxation of 

employee expenses11 as this provided a range of common sense proposals for improving the 
situation; 

 
“Many suggested improving employees’ awareness of the rules and claims process through the 
GOV.UK website, messaging on the Personal Tax Account (PTA), and social media. However, 
respondents understood that HMRC’s online reach is often limited to those who are already 
interested in or knowledgeable about tax affairs. Some respondents said that the most important 
message for HMRC to highlight is that claiming for tax relief can be done directly and does not 
incur a cost.” 

 
2.36. Furthermore, it is also worth noting that the same report sought to explain a recent increase in 

claims as follows, “…employees’ knowledge of how to claim, although still generally limited, may 
be improving due to guidance and advertising by third parties.” 

 
2.37. The process of making a claim is not always clear and the barriers are myriad from signposting 

and language use to eligibility criteria and a lack of prompts. 
 
2.38.  There can also be considerable complexity. For example, calculating the cost of travel for 

someone who is self-employed can be challenging even for tax professionals when they need to 
consider issues like the temporary place of work (EIM32080) so for the unrepresented such 
areas create considerable difficulties. 

 
2.39. This complexity may help to explain why HMRC research shows that most businesses (86%) use 

a professional agent, this includes sole traders of whom 77% use an agent12.  
 
2.40. If the process was clearer, simpler and more certain, then these numbers would likely be lower 

because more taxpayers would submit their own tax returns and make claims rather than incur 
the cost of using an agent. 
 

Please provide any suggestions you may have for improving the processes for making a claim 
for employee expenses of any particular type and would it be beneficial for some reliefs (such 
as flat rate expenses) to be given automatically, for example through an employer?  
 
2.41. It is worth noting that other countries that already do this, such as Ireland, are currently 

considering changing their approach to remove automatic entitlements13. 
 
2.42. Providing flat rate expenses automatically would clearly be a simpler approach and one that 

would increase take-up – as well as increasing costs to the Exchequer. 
 

Issues relating to the activities of high-volume repayment agents (HVRAs)  
 

2.43. Most HVRAs will take a large, some might argue an unjustifiably large, percentage of any reliefs 
or refunds due, usually including a minimum fee.  

 
2.44. The minimum fee can often reduce or eradicate the benefit of making a claim, depending on the 

sums owed. 
 

 
11 Taxation of employee expenses: response to the call for evidence, December 2017: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663970/Taxation_of_employ
ee_expenses_-_response_to_the_call_for_evidence_web.pdf 
12 HM Revenue and Customs Research Report 373, July 2015 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_R
eport373.pdf  
13 Irish Times, December 2019: 
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/personal-finance/changes-to-flat-rate-expense-regime-pushed-out-to-2021-1.4105993 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663970/Taxation_of_employee_expenses_-_response_to_the_call_for_evidence_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663970/Taxation_of_employee_expenses_-_response_to_the_call_for_evidence_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_Report373.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_Report373.pdf
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/personal-finance/changes-to-flat-rate-expense-regime-pushed-out-to-2021-1.4105993
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2.45. It is likely that many people who use HVRAs are unaware that they could make the claim 
themselves at no cost, although a perceived timesaving and convenience are also likely to be 
factors. 

 
2.46. HVRAs now cover every conceivable aspect of tax reliefs and refunds, and some boast very 

large customer numbers despite offering dubious benefits.  
 
2.47. For example, Slovakian based Global Blue which enables consumers in over 40 countries 

(including the UK) to claim tax back on their overseas shopping but charges consumers up to 
50% of the refund they are entitled to. This is despite consumers being able to do this directly 
themselves by simply requesting a VAT 407 form from the retailer. Despite these high charges, in 
the financial year to 31 March 2019, this company processed 36 million Tax Free Shopping 
transactions with a total value of €18.2 billion sales.14 This single example relating to just one 
relief helps demonstrate the scale of the challenge.  

 
Are there any issues that arise with respect to ‘disclaiming’ (delaying the use of) available 
capital allowances? Is it still necessary or desirable for this to be possible? 
 
2.48. Capital allowance claims can be tailored to help maintain personal allowances or where there will 

not be sufficient profits to utilise the allowance. It is therefore desirable to maintain this option.  
 

Section 198 elections  
 

2.49. It is worth noting the conclusions of the Capital Allowances Partnership, with which AAT largely 
agrees, who said of S198 elections; 

 
“…experience has shown it is impractical and not working as expected. The anti-avoidance provision is 

so ineffective as to be little more than a curiosity for the exam room and has led to the election 
being primarily a tool for large enterprises to secure an unfair advantage over small businesses. 

 
The attitude of governments, both past and present, has been to let the parties to a transaction come to 

an agreement, without intervention from HMRC (provided that the Treasury itself doesn’t lose 
out)….Section 198 elections simply don’t work as intended and the best course of action might 
well be immediate abolition.”  

 
2.50. It may be common for fixtures to be valued at a nominal sum, often as little as £1, which either 

reduces or removes the tax implications and thus reduces revenue for the Exchequer. 
 
2.51. So, whilst this would reduce or remove the tax implications on sale proceeds of fixtures and 

fittings, plant and machinery etc. it would also exclude the buyer from claiming relief.  
 
2.52. Imposing a nominal or nil amount apportioned to fixtures as standard as the OTS suggests would 

likely solidify, rather than solve the problem.  
 
2.53. Obliging buyers to pay the true costs of fixtures and fittings would likely be a fairer solution 

although AAT accepts that in some circumstances this would be very difficult to ascertain. 
Perhaps an obligation to include the costs of the fixtures and fittings in the sale particulars from 
the outset would help reduce any uncertainty. 

 
Difficulties and complexities in claiming relief for losses 

 
2.54. This is a complex area. For those using the accruals basis there are four basic ways to obtain tax 

relief for a trading loss whereas those using the cash basis can only use their trading losses 
by carrying them forward to utilise in future years against any trading profits.  

 
2.55. To add further complexity, those who are self-employed but also employed at the same time can 

set the loss from their self-employment against their other income for the same tax year (if they 
know they are eligible and understand how to make a claim). Likewise, losses can be offset 
against other income or capital gains. 

 
14 Global Blue web site: 
https://www.globalblue.com/corporate/about-us/who-we-are 

https://www.globalblue.com/corporate/about-us/who-we-are
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2.56. Time limits are another potential area of confusion with different limits applying depending on the 

circumstances e.g. one year from 31 January after the end of the loss-making tax year or four 
years from the end of the loss making tax year. Having a single limit for all circumstances would 
be a simpler approach, that would provide greater certainty too. AAT therefore suggests that the 
OTS consider making such a recommendation to Government. 

 
2.57. One area that taxpayers who are not represented by an agent may find particularly difficult is 

when they are making a terminal loss relief claim (made losses in the final 12 months of the 
trading of their business) and need to consider overlap relief. The guidance on Gov.uk 
(BIM85055) provides an example but there is no explanation of where the unused overlap relief 
came from. The example also gives two calculations for the relief but no explanation for why 
taxpayers might want to seek loss relief from different sections of the Income Taxes Act. 

 
Do other areas of VAT which involve claims or elections cause particular difficulties for your 
business? If so, do you have any suggestions as to how these could be addressed? 

 
Overseas businesses 

 
2.58. AAT agrees with a previous OTS recommendation15 that HMRC should digitise the process for 

the recovery of VAT by overseas businesses not registered in the UK.  
 
2.59. Requiring the claimant to post two copies of each schedule, original invoices and original 

certificate of status, which then also have to be returned to the claimant, is an unnecessarily 
bureaucratic, time consuming and costly exercise that could easily be solved by accepting 
scanned documentation sent via e-mail.  

 
Online VAT fraud  

 
2.60. HMRC figures for 2016-17 suggest the tax loss from VAT fraud on online marketplaces such as 

Amazon and eBay, was between £1billion to £1.5billion, with overseas sellers contributing to 
approximately 60% of this VAT loss. 

 
2.61. In addition to the loss of much needed revenue, the effect on the small business community, both 

those trading online and physical high street retailers, is extremely detrimental.  
 
2.62. Retailers Against VAT Abuse Schemes (RAVAS) and others have confirmed that many small 

businesses have collapsed as result of the unfair competition that VAT fraud creates. Similarly, 
many more have seen a substantial reduction in earnings, harming investment, productivity and 
potentially tax revenue. This is all as a direct result of the unjustified and illegal 20% cost saving 
that these fraudsters can secure. 

 
2.63. Government acted in 2016 by introducing new rules that have seen over 90,000 new firms 

register for VAT but there is little reliable information as to how many of these 90,000 firms have 
subsequently submitted returns and paid the correct VAT due. In addition, as simple checks 
reveal, many of these registrations are false, cloned or registered in someone else’s name. 

 
2.64. AAT has repeatedly urged the Government to make online platforms liable for the collection and 

remittance of VAT as already happens in many other countries.  
 
2.65. Australia introduced such measures early in 2019 and the change resulted in 300% more 

revenue being collected than originally expected16 – and that is with a population that is more 
than two and half times smaller than the UK, and with a VAT rate of only 10% rather than 20%. 

 
 
 

 
15 OTS, VAT routes to simplification, November 2017: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_R
eport373.pdf  
16 Stuff, 27 March 2019: 
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/world/111573176/australias-amazon-tax-collects-300-more-revenue-than-expected 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_Report373.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/443794/ChoiceTaxAgents_Report373.pdf
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/world/111573176/australias-amazon-tax-collects-300-more-revenue-than-expected
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2.66. Similarly, New Zealand did this in December 2019 and almost all US states have introduced such 
a requirement of online marketplaces in the last 18 months.   

 
2.67. So, the UK’s global competitors are increasingly cracking down on this evasion, but the UK, as 

the world’s third largest ecommerce market, is inevitably becoming more and more attractive to 
fraudsters.  

 
2.68. The case for obliging online marketplaces to collect and remit VAT is compelling. It would 

substantially reduce the administrative burden for small businesses who trade online; level the 
playing field for all small businesses, whether bricks or clicks; reduce VAT evasion; highlight a 
positive difference with the EU; raise much needed revenue for the Exchequer and crucially it 
would also help make the UK a more attractive place to do business. 

 
3. About AAT 
 

3.1. AAT is a professional accountancy body with approximately 50,000 full and fellow members and 
over 80,000 student and affiliate members worldwide. Of the full and fellow members, there are 
more than 4,250 licensed accountants who provide accountancy and taxation services to over 
400,000 British businesses.  
 

3.2. AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and promote the 
study of the practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the prevention of crime and 
promotion of the sound administration of the law. 

 
4. Further information 
 

4.1. If you have any queries, require any further information or would like to discuss any of the above 
points in more detail, please contact Phil Hall, AAT Head of Public Affairs & Public Policy: 
 

4.2. E-mail: phil.hall@aat.org.uk  Telephone: 07392 310264  Twitter: @PhilHallAAT 
 

4.3. Association of Accounting Technicians, 140 Aldersgate Street, London, EC1A 4HY   
            
  

Monday 27 April 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

                               


